High Quality Internet
For medium and large organisations
Modern business practices have an ever increasing reliance on the performance and reliability of corporate internet
services. The accelerating adoption of cloud applications is enhancing business efficiencies, however without a stable and
robust internet service, businesses are exposed to higher financial and operational risks associated with internet outages.
BCT understands the importance of high quality, reliable and flexible internet services for medium and large organisations,
and has designed its network and Internet product to meet even the highest expectations.
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Protected or Unprotected

Your choice of access

Optional protected internet provides carrier, infrastructure
and geographic diversity ensuring your business remains
online all of the time.

BCT’s Internet can be delivered over numerous access
methods including business grade Ethernet, fibre Ethernet,
data centre cross connect or can be terminated directly to
your BCT VPN network core.

BGP Configuration
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) can be configured on
Internet connections allowing cross-connection awareness
and routing. This is particularly useful in fault situations,
giving you the ability to reroute internet traffic over
secondary internet connections.

Security
BCT utilises Next-Generation Firewalls (NGFWs) from
industry leader Fortinet. These systems are installed in
highly available environments, giving you peace of mind
that your firewall infrastructure will always be available.
Management of these firewalls can be carried out by
BCT’s highly qualified system engineers who will
configure firewall products in order to meet your stringent
security requirements.

BGP Configuration

Platinum Level Support
Choose between two grades of technical support -

PREMIUM -

PLATINUM -

which covers 8.00
am to 6.00 pm EST
normal business
hours across Australia.

that extends this
to 24/7 support
coverage.
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